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Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Volvo XC60 owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. It took several attempts
to get the program to load. The only way to fix it is to power off, wait a few seconds and power it
back on. This probably has been going on for several years and is more an annoyance than
anything else. Would not recommend spending money on the in headrest DVD player - not
worth it". It took more than 40 hours to process the updates. The entire screen and options like
the bluetooth phone did not operated during update. I have put a sealer around it but still drips
when driving in a severe down pour. We brought it in to the local Volvo dealership, who told us
it was a fairly common for that model and year. They explained that we had the option of either
resealing the original current windshield, or replace the whole windshield with a brand new one.
Resealing the old windshield was cheaper, of course, but there was the risk of it cracking during
extraction and needing to be replaced anyways. We chose to reseal the original windshield, and
the dealership successfully did so. Time to complete and cost was reasonable. A slow interior
drip when it rains". Was just leaving on a trip to US, phoned ahead to order parts at a garage
which specialized in European cars because the garage which didn't was hesitant to tackle the
Volvo computer system. Expensive repair. Volvo replaced under warranty and provided a
loaner". Couldn't drive car. The ac button is always on and i have learned to turn off when not
needed. I don't know if this lead to failure. I had to wait a month to have part delivered from
Sweden. Loaner was given by dealer". According to volvo it requires removing the engine to fix
and will cost a fortune in labor, so haven't had it done yet". Air did not work for a while". Power
or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Confirmed that it wasn't the sunroof gutters
causing this problem. Having the windshield gasket and probably the windshield being replaced
tomorrow. We could not fold the seat until repaired. It was in the shop for two days because the
dealer did not have the parts on hand". Volvo dealer had to replace the door-opening
mechanism". The latch itself is not working easily. He feels that he could never unbuckle q".
Dealer replaced the taiigate-closing module". Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master
cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. There was
nothing in front of me to have triggered the brakes". Was performed by a Volvo dealer. During
service I had to replace brakes at approx. My hatch would not open with either the dash button
or the remote button. Opening manually was quite heavy. Even after replacing the arms that
open and close it. It now opens sometimes when the buttons are pushed. The Ford truck has a
light on for a sensor. Cannot determine why. It has been checked". They stated that replacing
only one pad was was fine, yet since then, there has been pulsating under heavy breaking at
freeway speeds, which i will address with them at next service. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. Lived with it for 6 months. Had dealer repair it. Not cheap". Equipment was
replaced without cost to me thanks to warrenty". Ultimately replaced all 4 coil springs based on
rust assessment". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim
or moldings, rust. The dealer replaced them at no charge, but based on their response this
seems to be a regular issue. Also scratches easily". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. More pronounced in cold weather. Experienced in first mies driven and
had dealer inspect situation on almost every service visit. And during normal driving all gear
changes are more pronounced than in any other vehicle I've owned. We actually have an
appointment to have that checked". Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems,
regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition,
distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. The last time I asked that all power
plugs in the console be replaced". The original battery was replaced after 4 years, and the
problem started re-occurring after another 4 years. Bought a new battery, and the problem
seems to continue. Will see for awhile. It is recognized that it does not get much use beyond
local traffic. The motor on the left headlight failed, providing significantly less illumination when
driving at night. I have gotten used to my car's active bending headlights, and I felt far less safe
driving at night without the left lamp. I took the XC60 into my Volvo dealership for repairs and,

following a two-day delay for parts, they replaced the assembly that rotates the headlamp and
sent me on my way. The repair was covered by my extended Volvo warranty. My wife and I have
different key fobs with different settings. The seat randomly moves to either position. Dealer
says nothing wrong even after service manager seeing it happen". Engine rebuild or
replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt.
One quart every 1,ooo miles. Volvo service dept. Right now after about miles of service no
excessive oil consumption". An entire system had to be replaced, out of warranty". Accessory
belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. The dealer
claims this was due to using regular unleaded fuel. After a few tanks of premium I went back to
regular and the knocking returned. Although the dealer original claimed I could use regular
unleaded they now say I should use 89 fuel or higher". Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. TRhe analysis: the transmission needed to be replaced.
Seven thousand dollars worth of rebuilt transmission from Volvo. I maintain my cars exactly as
called for and always at a Volvo dealership. A well-maintained transmission should not fail at
72, miles. The only really good news: I bought a year, ,mile Volvo warranty when I bought the
car. That's one warranty that really paid off. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. Check engine light went on, had to replace radiator at miles". The
alternator has already been replaced because while driving the car just completely shut down. It
was dangerous. I also have had to have the airbag sensors replaced 5 or so times. It has been
fru". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or
washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote
engine start, alarm or security system. The dealer claimed each time that a software update
would take care of the issue - that was not the case". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Volvo XC60 Change
Vehicle. The XC60 is quick, pleasant and benefited from Volvo's latest safety advances of the
time. While handling is sound and secure, the mid-sized SUV is not exactly sporty to drive.
Further, fuel economy is mediocre and some controls are not intuitive. While interior fit and
finish are impressive, rear-seat room is only sufficient. There are 3 recalls on this vehicle. Learn
More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential
Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine
Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System.
Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car
Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information
received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give
you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging
from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA
indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year.
An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Air
or water leaks "Moonroof water drain line came loose and about 2" of water got into the
floorboards in the back seat area" James R. According to volvo it requires removing the engine
to fix and will cost a fortune in labor, so haven't had it done yet" Luis F. Air did not work for a
while" Karyn S. Glass defects "Passenger window did not close properly, misaligned with
guides" James D. Antilock system ABS "the antilock braking system has been set off several
times when driving under 20 miles an hour for no apparent reason. Bushings "Rear subframe
bushing failure. Not cheap" D D. Also scratches easily" Karyn S. Engine knock or ping "As I
approached the end of my 5 year warranty the engine starting to knock while the air
conditioning was on. Transmission rebuild or replacement "I didn't have a problem with - Volvo
stepped up an replaced the transmission, under warranty, because I had mentioned the problem
at every scheduled maintainance service appointment my service rep made sure it was
replaced" Anonymous, NY Volvo XC60 3. Electrical failure "Difficult to see gauges driving into
the sun. Check engine light went on, had to replace radiator at miles" Vito M. The dealer claimed
each time that a software update would take care of the issue - that was not the case"
Anonymous, WI Volvo XC60 T6 3. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available.
An unsecured occupant has an increased risk of injury in the event of a crash. Read Recall
Details. Volvo Cars of N. The flexible steel cable that connects the seat belt to the front outboard
seating positions may fatigue over time, causing the seat belt to not secure the occupant in the
event of a crash. What should you do:. Volvo will notify owners, and dealers will replace the
seat belt anchor cable for both front seats. The recall began December 10, Owners may contact
Volvo customer service at Volvo's number for this recall is R Potential Number of Units

Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change
Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports.
Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and
reviews. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The people who
work here are highly competent professionals a surprisingly rare thing in the car sales
business. My wife and I had an excellent car buying experience, the staff went the extra mile to
take care of any little issues we had through the car testing-out and buying process. We're
definitely coming back here to buy our next car. Honestly this was our second dealership we
had been to, in hopes they would help us get a vehicle. The customer service of the people who
work here is absolutely amazing! Thanks guys, you were so awesome! Had a very good
experience at Torch Light Motors. I love my new car and got a good price. The sales manager
took his time to explain all the numbers and details. Highly recommended Torch light Motors.
Great Service Frank sales man went above and beyond to let me test drive this cargo van.
Excellent service. Have to make an appointment to see it cause dealer is driving it daily. I was
surprised that the dealer was driving it on a daily basis instead of it being available on the lot to
see. The sales person didn't pressure me, and showed me the vehicle I had asked about. It was
very clean and on the test Drive it performed very well. The people are very kind and care about
the buyer They work together to make the experience a good one I'm very happy with our
purchase, and would recommend this dealership to people in the future. I had a great
experience with this dealership! Jeremey Russell was my salesman, he was helpful, answered
all of my detailed questions and helped to make the purchase expeditious and a big sucess! Got
my very first car from Torch Light Motors quick and easy. Highly recommended place for
someone trying to get their first car. The staff is friendly and always ready to help. It was my
first time buying a car so I was a bit confused with what I wanted and what was best for me, the
staff were really polite and helpful and helped me choose my new car. Highly recommend for
any first time buyers. They were super courteous, professional; however, I told them I did not
want a red car, and they tried to convince me that 'Inferno Red Pearl Metallic? No sour grapes;
only more disillusionment. Thanks for asking. I strongly prefer a manual, too! They will waste
your time. MD Motors is a very well run organization. I was very impressed with their staff which
handled the paper work regarding the sale. I purchased a vehicle and have been very satisfied
with it. I definitely would recommend them to anyone. I went to test drive the car, had to jump
start battery being empty sitting so long. Clean car, but asking too much. They did not accept
my offer. I bought another Saab same day from a private sale. Jim was great and patient.
Worked with us very well and communicated very well. He was not pushy at all and very
attentive to all our questions and concerns. Thank you! Had a great experience buying an used
car from our salesman Mike. Would highly recommend Bose Motors to anyone looking for used
cars. Ok experience. Went for a test drive only to learn upon our return that the jeep had already
been sold. Would have liked to have known that before making a 3 hour round trip. Would have
been a great deal had it still been available. Philly the sales person was absolutely wonderful.
When I arrived for my appointment time the car was at the front of their business and since it
was very cold out he had it running, very thoughtful. I was impressed with the interaction I had
with Grant. The response to my online query was quickly answered. Additionally he followed up
to make sure I was satisfied with the answers he provided. The vehicle I was looking at was
immaculate and I believe reasonably priced. I was also contacted by Joshua as a follow up to
ask how they did. I was very pleased. The XC60 comes in a variety of trims, ensuring something
for every buyer. The base trim level is the 3. The top trim level is the T6 R-Design, which also
has a 3. The 3. With the version, three trim-line subsets are introduced. The Premier 3. Optional
packages abound, with Climate heated seats, headlight washers, rain sensing wipers ,
Technology adaptive cruise control and lane-departure warning , and for the T6 AWD Dynamic
4-C chassis, xenon gas headlights ; individual options include inch alloy wheels for the 3. It is
hip and modern inside and out, although it still maintains that classic some might say ugly logo
right in the middle of the grille. The whole family will love this roomy car, with its Drivers report
a better ride, stronger pickup and smoother handling from this model. Volvo always prides itself
on unique safety innovations, and the XC60 is no exception. Standard for all models this year is
the City Safety system, which uses sensors to detect if traffic is slowed or stopped ahead. This
feature is automatically triggered below 19 mph and can soften or completely avoid impact by
reducing speed. All trims come standard with front seat side-impact and side-curtain airbags.
With its sleek looks, comfortable seating and gentle ride, the XC60 is one of the coolest SUVs
on the market. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely

on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Volvo Dealer.
Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Volvo XC60 3. The software download is a preparation to be
able to download new maps and obtain updated information about road and highway changes,
new roads and new points of interest. To be able to update the RTI system's digital maps in the
future, you first need to buy the application. You do not need to use a DVD to update the maps.
Instead, you only need a USB flash drive, which is easy to dock in the car. The advantage of
upgrading your navigation map is that you receive more accurate navigation, which leads to
calmer and more economic driving. Only for cars already equipped with Sensus Navigation.
When you have found the accessories you want, you can add them to your wish list. Choose a
quantity and click add. Note that this is not an order. The wish list assists your Volvo dealer in
assisting you. Color choices etc. Such details are instead determined in consultation with your
Volvo dealer. When you are satisfied with your wish list, you can share it with your friends.
Open the wish list and click the button "Share". Your wish list is shared as it is at the moment. If
you make changes to it afterward, you will need to share it again in order to let your friends see
the changes. When you are satisfied with your wish list, you can save it as a PDF. Open the
wish list and click the button "Save as PDF". These items will be permanently removed from
your wish list. Are you sure?? You have chosen another car. Empty the wish list or cancel to
return to the existing wish list. We're sorry. An error occurred preventing us from sharing your
wish list. Vehicles Services Print. Vehicles Services. S60 L. S60 Accessories Installation
Instructions. Search Word Search all models. Navigation system, RTI, maps. Application 1 ,
sensus IAM 2. Description Ch Note! Last two map updates: , June and , late. Ordered according
to separate procedures and downloaded using VIDA. Installation Installation Instructions.
Ownership Accessory User Guides. Certification Sheets. Help Support. Lifestyle Collection.
Find a Dealer. United States. All rights reserved. Your wish list. Empty wish list. Accessory wish
list. Accessory wish list When you have found the accessories you want, you can add them to
your wish list. Share with friends When you are satisfied with your wish list, you can share it
with your friends. Empty Cancel. Wish list. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. As much as we try to approach
each test drive with a clean mental slate, memories of past drives -- both good and bad -inevitably stick in your brain. But sometimes a car you thought you knew offers up some
unexpected surprises. The Volvo S60 T5 is one of those cars. I call it the Misconception Killer.
Misconception No. While a pound, front-wheel-drive, family-themed four-door doesn't sound like
a car that would satisfy the majority of one's performance driving needs, this Volvo manages to
do just that. That said, it's important to note that while capable, the S60 T5 isn't a true
sport-themed driving machine. You'd be foolish to expect the biggish sedan to stay as flat as a
pug's face when pushed briskly on a mountain road. You'd also be remiss in expecting it to turn

in as precisely as, say, something of German descent. Dart into a bend and you'll wait a few
milliseconds for the underpinnings to respond. During its So, then, why do we consider the
medium-grade Volvo sedan fun? What garnered our collective praise was how well the
base-trim, horse ride dealt with the variety of environments and driving styles thrown its way.
Not once did it fail to carry its pound curb weight with a calm composure; think of it as an NFL
lineman who can run a yard dash in 5 seconds or hit 60 mph in 6. A heavier-than-expected helm
boosted its fun factor throughout the many mountain passes, while a supple dampening setup
absorbed any ugliness put in its path. Indeed, the Volvo isn't a great-handling sedan. Yet it is
thoroughly entertaining, not to mention completely comfortable and quiet. In a word, solid. A
mighty impressive 15 Preventative Safety technologies systems that help prevent collisions
come standard in the S60 T5. Another eight Protective Safety systems those that reduce
occupant injury when a collision occurs are also included in the stock amenity list. If that
weren't attractive enough, bumping up the S60's appeal even more is that its cache of
cutting-edge safety tech -- including the brand's City Safe package, anti-submarining passenger
restraints, a reinforced passenger compartment, and various energy-absorbing structures,
among many other features -- is wrapped in one of the most stylish automotive forms on the
road today. Go ahead, say good riddance to the boring Volvos of decades past. Lead exterior
designer Orjan Sterner relied heavily on his love for ocean sailing to pen a dynamic and sporty
form. Traits like a swept-back C-pillar are intended to mimic a traditional two-door. In fact,
Sterner proudly categorizes the S60 as another so-called "four-door coupe," and he and his
team have pulled off the controversial look better than most others. As much as the sheetmetal
is a departure from Volvos of yesteryear, the interior remains a classic example of the brand's
highly functional, no-nonsense design mantra. Our tester's soft beige T-Tec cloth doesn't
scream luxury, but it doesn't say cheap, either. The soft materials occupy a middle ground of
quality that is quite pleasing to the touch and very attractive to the eyes. Numerous small
cubbies easily gobble up phones, keys, pens, and cups. The dash's clean lines are astutely
matched with simple gauges and a modern multimedia interface. The extraordinary seats had
every staffer wishing they could stay strapped in for hours. Yes, they are that comfortable.
Overall, the Volvo helped turn my otherwise stressful daily commute into a peaceful and
relaxing drive. If you still ascribe to the idea that there is no replacement for displacement, then
take heed: You're bound to be disappointed by engines like the S60's turbocharged 2. A
maximum lb-ft of pull can be commanded at only rpm, and impressively, the bulk of that pool
can be tapped
2003 toyota camry owners manual
1997 mercedes c280 owners manual
2006 lexus sc 430
throughout the entire rpm range. Its six-speed automatic diligently doled power with spot-on
up and downshifts, although paddles would have been greatly appreciated. The five-cylinder
made even the staunchest big-engine supporters on our team rethink their opinions. It's
smooth, powerful, and relatively fuel efficient, averaging In short, the 2. In one day's time, the
Volvo S60 T5 abolished most if not all of this humble scribe's preconceived ideas concerning
the Swedish brand's products, including the one that pigeonholed them as bland safety
cocoons with wheels attached. Inside and out, on country back roads and downtown byways,
the S60 T5 offered the kind of smoothness, solidness, and comfort that could only be rivaled by
pricier and more common Germans from Stuttgart, Munich, and Ingolstadt. You'd better add
"Sweet Swede" to the S60's growing alias list. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Nate
Martinez writer Julia LaPalme photographer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

